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Abstract

This paper deals with single-wheel suspension car model. The
benefits of controlled semi-active suspensions compared to
passive ones are here emphasized. The contribution relies on
robust analysis of a 	 
 controller which improves comfort and
road holding of the car under industrial specifications. Simu-
lations on an exact nonlinear model of the suspension are per-
formed for control validation.

1 Introduction

This paper is devoted to quarter car suspension models, which
are a good reprsentation for studying comfort and tyre rebound.
Many control approaches such as optimal control, skyhook
control, etc, have been applied to this type of model [3, 4, 1, 6].
An 	
 control approach is proposed here for controlled semi-
active suspensions which consist of a spring and an electroni-
cally controlled damper, in parallel. However, the damper can
only dissipate energy, as is mostly the case in the automotive
industry. The control issue is then to modify accurately the
damping coefficient in real-time.
The 	 
 controller is designed following industrial oriented
control objectives, i.e. industrial performance specifications
and control validation on a nonlinear simulation model of the
semi-active suspension. A robust stability and performance
analysis of the designed controller is performed using the � -
tool.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the quarter-
car model, i.e. the bounce model, is presented. A control-
oriented linear model is described as well as the considered
nonlinear simulation model of semi-active suspensions. The
performance specifications are then described. Section 3 is de-
voted to 	 
 control design. A frequency analysis is proposed
to point out, on the control model, the improvements due to
the resulting controller . Section 4 presents a � -analysis of Ro-
bust Stability and Performance of the 	 
 controller. Finally
section 5 presents the simulation results in the realistic frame-
work of the nonlinear simulation model. The proposed control
methodology is compared with a passive suspension (referred�
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to as the open loop case) upon the industrial performance ob-
jectives. The last section describes our conclusion.

2 The suspension model

The quarter-car model includes the chassis and the axle (see
figure 1). It includes the vertical motions of the chassis (sprung
mass ��� ) and of the axle (unsprung mass ��� ). The suspen-
sion is located between the axle and the chassis and consists of
a damper (represented here by the force � ) and a spring ( ��� ).
The tyre is represented by a spring ��� only; indeed, the damp-
ing coefficient of a tyre is small and may be omitted for control
purposes. The disturbance input is ��� the road profile. ��� , ���
and ��� represent the positions of the sprung mass, of the un-
sprung mass and of the road excitation respectively, around the
steady state operations.

Figure 1: The quarter-car suspension.

2.1 Modelling

From fig 1, it leads:

���������� ����� ���"!#���%$'&(� (1)

�)�*��+� � ����� ���,!-����$.!/�*&0�1�2� ���3!-����$ (2)

with �)� = 465+71��8 , �9� = 7;:1��8 , ��� = :;:;<;<;<1=?>�� and �1� =:�@�<1<;<;<1=?>�� . For the control design, � is considered in (1-2)
as: �A�CBD��E� � !FE� � $G&IH (3)

where B is constant and positive and H represents the contribu-
tion of the (controlled) active force added to the passive one.
Thus, a passive suspension corresponds to H�J< (i.e. the open



loop case), and an active one when H is the output of a con-
troller (closed-loop case). In this case, the damper is an active
actuator. However it does not take into account the force limi-
tation due to the suspension deflection speed ( E�D�"!FE��� ).
The control validation will be performed on the following non-
linear model of a semi-active suspension.

� �������� � �����;� ��� !#���%$ &����� � �� � � � � ��� � � !#� � $ !�� � &�� �
	 � � � !#� � $ (4)

where ����� and ��� 	 are nonlinear functions described by static
maps, and � � is as follows:

� passive suspension : �D� is positive but depends on the sus-
pension deflection speed. In this industrial oriented appli-
cation, it is then defined by a static map identified from
experimental data �D������+��E��� ! E���%$ , represented in figure
2(a).

� semi-active suspension: � � can change but is limited by
upper and lower values that depend on the suspension de-
flection speed. Here, the number of possible values for the
friction coefficient is finite. They are represented on figure
2(b) by static maps identified from experimental data. In
the control step, the applied force �;� ���D����� H��GE��� ! E���%$ is
chosen to be as closed as possible to H the force required
by the controller for a given suspension deflection speed.
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Figure 2: Force-Speed Characteristics

Then, in the case of semi-active suspensions, the limitations of
the force � � that the damper can generate entail some unavoid-
able deteriorations of the results obtained in the purely active
case of the control-oriented model. Let us note that these lim-
itations are not only due to the saturations on the deliverable
force of the damper, but also and mainly, to the physical char-
acteristics of the damper, the generated force of which belongs
to a fixed range depending on the suspension deflection speed.

2.2 Industrial performance specifications

The analysis of vehicle ride (particularly the comfort) involves
the study of the ride excitation sources, the human response to
vibration, and the vibrational behaviour of the vehicle [2, 9].
We are mainly interested here in improving the comfort of the

vehicle without deterioration of the road holding. For quarter-
car models, the road holding can only be studied by the vertical
behaviour of the tyre (i.e. the wheel bounce), which only repre-
sents a small part of the road handling (that should take into ac-
count the longitudinal and lateral motions). As far as vibration
isolation is concerned, the comfort can be evaluated from the
vertical response of the chassis, which is a fair index of passen-
ger comfort. Considering chassis acceleration should be closed
to human response to vibration, but is neither completely rep-
resentative of comfort which, relative to human response, also
includes the perception and tolerance of vibrations.
In the following we present two main criteria that represent the
required industrial control objectives.

Vibration isolation. It is evaluated by the displacement of the
sprung mass with respect to the excitation from the ground
input.
For this test, the road profile is a � 5�7��9� sine, with vary-
ing frequency in � < !(7�� 	 � .
In the ideal case, the vertical displacement of the chassis
should be the same as the one of the road for low fre-
quencies (lower than around 5 	 � ) and should be null for
high frequencies (higher than around 5 	 � ). In practice,
the maximal gain of the transfer function from the road
displacement to the chassis displacement (occurring be-
tween 5 and 7;	 � ) has to be limited to 2. Moreover, for a
good damping of the oscillations in the human body sensi-
tivity frequency range, the filtering ability of this transfer
function has to be kept (for frequencies higher than the
frequency of the peak, i.e. around 5 ! :D	 � ) even if the
maximal gain is reduced.

Road holding. As indicated before, it is evaluated from the
unsprung mass displacement with respect to the road sur-
face.
For this test, the road profile is a sine of magnitude � 5 �9�
in the frequency range � < !#:;<�� 	 � .
For a good road holding, the maximal gain (in the range� ! 5�7D	 � ) of the considered transfer function has to be
limited to 2.

3 ��� control approach
3.1 Some background on 	?
 control

This part states the problem in a way similar to [8] where more
details can be found.	 
 control is formulated using the general control configura-
tion (I) in figure 3 where ������$ is the generalized plant model, is the exogenous input vector, H is the control input vector, !
is the controlled output vector, " is the measurement vector.
Given # , a prespecified attenuation level, an 	�
 suboptimal
control problem is to design a controller that internally stabi-
lizes the closed-loop system and ensures:$ =&%(' ����$ $ 
*)�# (5)

where =&%('3����$ is the closed-loop transfer matrix from  to ! .
The minimal value #,+.-0/ is then approached by a bisection algo-



rithm.
In general, some weights are considered on the controlled out-
puts (including the actuator force). They represent the perfor-
mance specifications in the frequency-domain. � thus includes
the plant model � and the considered input and output weights
( ��� , � + ) as in figure 3 (II).
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Figure 3: General control configuration

The 	
 control problem is then referred to as a mixed sensitiv-
ity problem, ��� and � + thus appearing in (5) as weights on the
sensitivity functions. The usual way of solving the 	 
 control
problem is the use of Riccati equations or LMI. This leads to
the design of the control law H that solves the suboptimal prob-
lem (5). A bisection algorithm is then used to approach the
minimal value of # .

3.2 The 	 
 suspension control design

More details on this part are given in [7]. The considered
control model is given in (3), where B is chosen as some
medium linear value of the passive suspension on fig 2(a):B�� 5+7;<;<;= ��>�� . The measured output is the suspension de-
flection ( �D� ! ��� ) only, which is widely used in automotive
industry because of its low cost and simplicity. The feedback
structure is presented in figure 4.
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Figure 4: The control scheme including the weighting func-
tions

It includes the weighting functions, the suspension control
model �����$ and the controller 0 ����$ to be designed. Accord-
ing to Figures 3 and 4, H is the control input to be designed,
"*�J����! ����&21 is the measured output and  �43 ���5176 rep-
resents the external disturbance inputs. The global controlled
outputs are !�� ��!98: � !98; $<8 , where !����=�/��H is the weighted
control input and ! : �>� : � the weighted controlled output

with ��?3 ��� ��� ����@6 8 (the output weight on figure 3 (II)
is then � +��BADC�E182�F� ����� : $ ). The measurement noise 1 has
been normalized using the input weight � � �G�IH .
As the controlled outputs are ��� � �D� � ���,������ �,8 , the matrix � :

of weighting functions is chosen as:

� : �JADC�E;8 �K� : ����� : � ��� : �<L-HNM�$
The weighting functions ( � : �O� � ��� H ) have been chosen ac-
cording to the industrial performance specifications. They are
described below in more details, and presented on figure 5.
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Figure 5: Weighting functions � : � , � : � and � : ��L-HDM applied
on the displacements of the chassis, of the axle and on the chas-
sis acceleration

P : � : The inverse of the weighting function � : � defines the
template of the transfer function �D� >���� . In particular the
resonance peak at around 1Hz of the open loop system
is limited. As it corresponds to a second order transfer
function with a damping coefficient lower than Q : , the
weighting function is chosen so that the associated tem-
plate is a second order with a greater damping coefficient
( <SR T ) at this frequency ( 5+	 � ).
Due to the structure of the model, the transfer function� � >D� � has an invariant point at 5;5 	 � . Moreover the sys-
tem has a natural filtering effect after 5+<;	 � . Thus � � is
not constrained beyond 5 <1	 � to keep some freedom de-
grees for the remaining control objectives.P : � : In the case of the transfer function ����>���� , only the de-
crease of the resonance peak around 10Hz is needed for
the road holding specification. The frequency range of in-
terest is relatively narrow, so second order filters are used
with small damping coefficients ( <SR 4 and <SR U ) in order to
obtain narrow resonance peak of the weighting function� : � .P � : the control input H is weighted beyond ( :D<1	 � ) according
to the actuator limitations in high frequencies.P : ��L�HNM and

P H : In order not to increase the controller com-
plexity, the weighting functions acting on the chassis ac-
celeration and on the measurement noise are chosen con-
stant (  : �<L-HNM and  H respectively).

Using the chosen weighting functions, the 	�
 control prob-
lem has a solution. The transfer functions of the closed loop
and open loop systems, as well as the associated templates, are
given in figures 6 to 9. Figures 6 to 8 allow to compare the



open loop system, the closed loop system and the templates for
the three transfer functions �D� >���� , ����>���� and ���� >D�+� . The trans-
fer function H >���� of the closed loop system and the associated
template are represented on figure 9. These figures show that
the 	
 controller improves the suspension performances com-
pared with the passive one (i.e. the open-loop case).
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4 Robust stability and performance analysis

Many details about the methodology used in this part may be
found in Zhou [10], Skogestad and Postlethwaite [8].
Roughly speaking, a control system is robust if it is insensitive
to differences between the actual real system and the model
used to design the controller. Let us recall that, in addition to
nominal stability and performance, the objectives of any con-
trol system include:
Robust Stability (RS). The system is stable for all perturbed
plants about the nominal model up to the worst-case model un-
certainty.
Robust Performance (RP). The system satisfies the perfor-
mace specifications for all perturbed plants about the nominal
model up to the worst-case model uncertainty.
In the current application, the class of uncertainties we are in-
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Figure 9: H�>D� �
terested in, is paramatric uncertainties. In particular, the masses
and spring stiffness are considered to be badly known. In the
considered suspension model (1-2), the sprung mass is the most
varying parameter, depending mainly on the number of passen-
gers, car load ... The other parameters will vary due to indus-
trial manufacturing only. The uncertainties are therefore repre-
sented as:

� � � � � � 5,&���� ����� � $������ � �	�1<�
 ����� �� � ! 5�� 5 �� � � � � � 5,&�� � ��� � � $0� � � � � 5 <�
 � � � �� � ! 5�� 50��;� � �1� � 5,&�� � 	 � � 	 $�� � � 	 � 5 <�
 ��� � 	 �� ! 5�� 5 ��9� � �)� � 5,&�� � 	 � � 	 $���� � 	 � 5 <�
 ��� � 	 �� ! 5�� 50�
Using ad hoc LFT representations of the parametric uncertain-
ties, we can pull out the perturbations in a 4�� 4 diagonal block
as [10]: �*� �����! #"%$&� �����'� � 	 �(� � ���'� � 	*) .
4.1 Background on RS and RP analysis

The starting point of the robustness analysis is the block-
diagonal representation of the uncertainties set:
� �+$ diag $,�.-���/�/�/0�0�21��'�,-�3 �'4 ��/�/�/ �(� � 3 � � �(56-�3 �74 ��/�/�/0�'5 � 3 �98�) : ��; � �<� �= : � 
 ; � 
 �>� �?>@ �A5O�= : ) .
where � � � �+$0� C � 5�� R R R0�'B , represent full block complex uncer-
tainties, � � ����$��-C � 5�� R R R0�'C , real parametric uncertainties, and
5 � ����$��-C � 5�� R R R0� B , complex parametric uncertainties.



Taking into account the uncertainties leads to the following
General Control Configuration on figure 10,
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Figure 10: General control configuration with uncertainties

where �  � . Here, only real parametric uncertainties (given
in � � ) are considered for RS analysis. RP analysis also needs
a fictive full block complex uncertainty, as in figure 11, where

� �
�

�

�

�
�� �A� ��$


�

=I� ��$� �� � � � � �
=I� ��$

Figure 11: = �
=I����$ �

� =2-(-�� ��$ =2- L � �+$= L -�� ��$ = L�L � �+$�� , and the closed-loop transfer

matrix is:� %(' � ��$ � = L-L�����$'&0= L - � �+$'�9����$ � 3"!#= -(- � �+$ $�� - = - L;� ��$ (6)

Note that in (6), = L�L � �+$ � = %(' is the nominal closed-loop
transfer matrix. If it is stable, the unstability in (6) may only
come from � 3 !#= -(- ����$ $ � - .
As we consider structured uncertainties, a � -analysis is used to
study RS and RP. First the structured singular value is defined
as:��� ��� $ � -�� ��� �! $ " � �*$ � � �� � �$#&%�� 3"! �'� $)(� < ) .
For RS, we shall determine how large � (in the sense of 	 
 )
can be without destabilizing the feedback system. From (6),
the feedback system becomes unstable if A !+* � 3�!#= -'- ����$ � <
for some �� : ��, � ��$�- < . The result is then the following.

Theorem 1 [8] Assume that the nominal system = %(' and the
perturbations � are stable. Then the feedback system is stable
for all allowed perturbations � such that .!. �9����$/.0. 
21 5�>43 if
and only if 576  @ �-� � � =2-(-��98:6,$ $ );3 R
Assuming nominal stability, RS and RP analysis for structured
uncertainties are therefore such that:

RS < ��� � � = -'- $=1 5 �>5?6 (7)

RP < ��� � =/$@1C5 �>5?6 � � �
� �'A << � � � (8)

Finally, let us remark that the structured singular value cannot
be explicitely determined, so that the method consists in calcu-
lating an upper bound and a lower bound, as closed as possible
to � .

4.2 RS and RP for 	?
 suspension control

An upper bound of � for RS and RP is given on figures 12 and
13. As � �B� $ ) <�R � 5 , RS is satisfied. Hence the 	 
 controller
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Figure 13: Upper and Lower bound for RP

keeps stability for the considered uncertainties. Moreover, this
means that the closed-loop system remains stable for larger un-
certainties, i.e.:� � � 465+7;��8 �C� �1<�>D<�R � 5+$(
 � 465+71��8 � T�@�
�)� � 7;:1��8 �J� 5 <�>�<�R � 5�$'
 �C7;:;��8 �A��:�
 ,��� �J:1:D<;<1<;=?>�� � �1:�
 �)�;�*�C:�@�<1<;<;<1=?>�� � �1:�
 .
On the other hand as � � = $=1 5DR �;4 , we cannot conclude on Ro-
bust Performance in this uncertainty case. However one could
chek that RP is satisfied for lower uncertainties as:���3� 465+7;��8 � :;: �A�)� � 7;:1��8 � @�R 7�
��� �J:1:D<;<1<;=?>�� � @ R 7�
 �9�1��� :1@D<;<1<;<;=?>�� � @ R 7�
 .
Note also that, even if the uncertainties on � � may be very



large, it can be, in practice, estimated when the car is stopped
(before riding) so that a damper force can be added to com-
pensate the car load. The steady state of the car can then be
recovered.

5 Control validation

Simulations are here provided using the nonlinear model to em-
phasize the benefits of 	?
 controlled semi-active suspensions,
in a more realistic framework.
Vibration isolation: Compared to the passive suspension, the
semi-active suspension improves both the resonance peak and
the filtering ability. The comfort is improved using the 	 

controller.
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Figure 14: frequency-response from road input ( � � ) to vertical
displacement of chassis ( � � )
Road holding: The 	 
 controlled semi-active suspension ap-
proximately provides the same road holding as the passive sus-
pension.
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Therefore 	 
 approach seems to be a good choice for control
of semi-active suspensions.

6 Concluding remarks

This paper has dealt with 	
 control design, for a quarter-car
model, under industrial performance specifications.
A Robust Stability and Performance analysis has been pro-
vided. This points out that the 	?
 controller remains stable
for large uncertainty (in particular 5+<;<�
 for the sprung mass).
Concerning Robust Performance, the performance specifica-
tions are kept for parameter uncertainties up to :;:�
 for the
sprung mass and @ R 7�
 for the remaining masses and stiffness.
This is quite good as the sprung mass can be measured in prac-
tice when the car is stopped.
By applying the 	 
 controllers on a exact nonlinear simula-
tion model, the improvement in comfort is emphasized. Road
holding is, according to the industrial performance specifica-
tions, almost equivalent to the passive suspension case.
The results thus show the interest of 	�
 control for semi-
active car suspensions.
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